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INTRODUCTION 
 
The multiple upload module is used when you have more than say 100 products to  upload to your on-line web catalogue or shop. 
It consists of 3 parts: 
 
1. Category upload module 
2. Product upload module 
3. Image upload module. 
 

The Product and Category Modules are excel spreadsheets which are converted to a csv file to upload. CSV means comma separated variable, 
and what it boils down to is that the columns and extraneous spaces are removed. In the csv, column contents are separated by commas. 
 

The images are very easy to upload, and the only trick is that you must give the images exactly the same name as the product code.  
So if your product�s unique product or sku code is FX123, then the corresponding image must be named FX123.jpg. Any additional information in the title or 
a change of case will result in the image not being uploaded and it cannot find its product and has lost its way. More on the actual uploading later.
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THE CATEGORY UPLOAD MODULE 
 
No matter whether you are adding your data via this module or manually, you must take time to think out your categories carefully. Whether your 
products divide into sets or themes or how they are used etc, you need to think it through. 
 
So let�s start with that. 
Let�s say you are in a shoe shop. You are selling shoes for FEET R US 
 
However shoes can be fashion, casual, mens, womens, childrens, sports, boots etc 
 
OR, you could classify the shoes by the wearer or by the occasion they would be used 
 
Or by the brand.  
 
And by the way, you sell accessories, handbags, wallets, cleaners etc 
 
So how will you split up your stock so the customer can find what they want as simply as possible? 
 
So as you can see, thinking it through first will make it easier. 
 
The Categories Excel Spreadsheet has some 10 columns - all of which need to be filled in.  
 
Please see the example over the page and create it. You should have received a template with the manual to use on your PC.
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The Category Upload Module Spreadsheet has the following columns: 
 

TOP LEVEL PARENT CATEGORY NAME SORTBY 
CATEGORY LONG 

DESCRIPTION 
CATEGORY SHORT 
DESCRIPTION 

DELETE TITLE KEYWORDS DESCRIPTION 

                    
                    

 
TOP LEVEL  this is the category which will show on the website, ready for users to click on. 
 
PARENT. is only used when there are 3 levels of categories or more � The Parent of the product�s category. 
 
CATEGORY NAME  is where the product will sit 
 
SORTBY   This column is used when you wish your products in a particular character to display by CODE rather than NAME. Name is the usual display order, 
CODE might be used to say display a range of paint colours so they showed in colour shades from light pink to dusky pink so the pinks are all together rather 
than the name. It is not necessary to fill in the column if it is not being used as it will default to Name 
 

CATEGORY  DESCRIPTION  is an explanation of what that category is about, and will be seen by users. It is a chance to tell them in a general way 
about the products that are in this category. 
 
CATEGORY SHORT DESCRIPTION is generally not seen by the Users but is used in the background as a help for you. The information can be omitted but the 
column must be there. 
 
DELETE  Usually this has the letter N but if later you want to remove this category, you can change to Y and the category will be removed next time you 
upload this spreadsheet. 
 
TITLE, KEYWORDS and DESCRIPTION are metatags - the words that Google and other search engines scan for when their spiders visit your site. These are 
important to you as using them properly Google can actually locate a particular page on your site. 
 
 You should have already created this spreadsheet with the Columns above in Excel. Later it is exported as a CSV
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ADDING A CATEGORY 
 
Here is a category MENS SHOES.  (Please note that there is NO Apostrophe - although grammatically incorrect an apostrophe in these named category 
columns will cause the upload to fail.) 
 
We are going to categorise the shoes as MENS, WOMENS, CHILDRENS and we will add the N (meaning Do not Delete) to the delete column 
 
TOP 
LEVEL PARENT 

CATEGORY 
NAME 

 
SORTBY 

CATEGORY LONG 
DESCRIPTION 

CATEGORY SHORT 
DESCRIPTION DELETE TITLE KEYWORDS DESCRIPTION 

    Mens Shoes 

 Mens shoes for formal 
casual and sporting�. 

Mens shoes 

N       

                   
 
The Top Level and the Parent Columns are blank at this stage � it is the FIRST Category � with no Parent/Top Level - we will deal with the metatags later. 
 
The information used in the long and short description columns are needed but for these exercises any information will do. The categories themselves are 
the most important. If they are not correct, the products will not upload. 
 

ADDING SUBCATEGORIES 
 
Let�s split Mens Shoes into subcategories. The first SUBCATEGORY is Formal Shoes.  
 
Formal Shoes are a subcategory of Mens Shoes . On the spread sheet, copy  MENS SHOES into the next line in the TOP LEVEL category column. 
The Parent and the Top Level are the same in this case, so we only need the Top level. 
 
TOP 
LEVEL PARENT 

CATEGORY 
NAME 

SORTBY CATEGORY LONG 
DESCRIPTION 

CATEGORY SHORT 
DESCRIPTION DELETE TITLE KEYWORDS DESCRIPTION 

    Mens Shoes 

 Mensshoes for formal 
casual and sporting�. 

Mens shoes 

N       

Mens 
Shoes   Formal Shoes 

 Mens� formal shoes for 
business and formal 
occasions 

  

N       
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Now place Formal Shoes in the Category Name Column.   (It is essential that there are no errors of spelling, punctuation, spacing or case. So copying is 
recommended) For these exercises we  will omit the SORTBY column 
 
To add another level of category, such as �Laceups� as a subcategory of �Formal Shoes�, in the next row add �Laceups� as the Category. 
Next copy �Formal Shoes� to the Parent Column. 
And now copy �Mens Shoes� to the Top Level 
This arrangement describes the tree of categories so the Webshop/Catalogue software can properly find or create the category in the proper place. 
 

TOP LEVEL PARENT 
CATEGORY 
NAME 

CATEGORY LONG 
DESCRIPTION 

CATEGORY SHORT 
DESCRIPTION DELETE TITLE KEYWORDS DESCRIPTION 

    Mens Shoes 

Mens shoes for formal casual 
and sporting�. 

Mens shoes 

N       

Mens 
Shoes   Formal Shoes 

Mens formal shoes for 
business and formal 
occasions 

Mens formal shoes 

N       

Mens 
Shoes 

Formal 
Shoes Laceups 

Mens formal shoes with 
laceups �. 

Mens laceup formal shoes 

N       

                  
 
In sentence form,  Laceup shoes (Category Name) are a subcategory of Formal Shoes (Parent) for Mens Shoes(Top Level) 
 
 
 
 

 
Exercise:  Please add the Velcro Formal Shoes to the Spreadsheet. Answers are  on the next page 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Your Data should look like this: 
 

TOP LEVEL PARENT 
CATEGORY 
NAME 

CATEGORY LONG 
DESCRIPTION 

CATEGORY SHORT 
DESCRIPTION DELETE TITLE KEYWORDS DESCRIPTION 

    Mens Shoes 

Mens shoes for formal casual 
and sporting�. 

Mens shoes 

N       

Mens 
Shoes   Formal Shoes 

Mens formal shoes for 
business and formal 
occasions 

Formal shoes 

N       

Mens 
Shoes 

Formal 
Shoes Laceups 

Mens formal shoes with 
laceups �. 

Laceup formal shoes 

N       
Mens 
Shoes 

Formal 
Shoes Velcro 

Mens formal shoes with 
velcro 

Velcro formal shoes 
N       

                  
 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Exercise: 
Using this same sheet (above) 
Please add Casual Shoes, and then add Sneakers and Thongs to the Casual Shoes Category. We are still talking about Mens Shoes. 
 
The answers will be on the next page. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Exercise: 
To start the next exercise add into the last line of the above table a new category called Womens Shoes.  Answers  are on the next page.  
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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TOP LEVEL PARENT 
CATEGORY 
NAME CATEGORY LONG DESCRIPTION 

CATEGORY SHORT 
DESCRIPTION DELETE TITLE KEYWORDS DESCRIPTION 

    Mens Shoes 

Men�s shoes for formal casual and 
sporting�. 

Men�s shoes 

N       

Mens 
Shoes   Formal Shoes 

Men�s formal shoes for business and 
formal occasions 

Formal shoes 

N       

Mens 
Shoes 

Formal 
Shoes Laceups 

Men�s formal shoes with laceups �. Laceup formal shoes 

N       
Mens 
Shoes 

Formal 
Shoes Velcro 

Men�s formal shoes with velcro Velcro formal shoes 
N       

Mens 
Shoes   Casual Shoes 

Sneakers for hiking, walking, riding� Mens casual shoes 

N       

Mens 
Shoes 

Casual 
Shoes Thongs 

Thongs for home and beachwear Mens Thongs 

N       
Mens 
Shoes 

Casual 
Shoes Sneakers 

  Mens Sneakers 
N       

    Womens Shoes 
Womens Shoes - formal, causal, 
sporting Womens Shoes N       

 
How did you go? There are some very important rules to be adhered to. 
 

1. Make sure that the category names are consistent. An extra space will cause an upload to fail. Changing case eg using a lower case in one row 
where all the others are Capitals for Shoes will cause a failure. Often it is best to copy and paste your first use of the category name (not referring to 
the column name) into the other columns where needed. 

2. Don�t use Apostrophes in Category Names (already mentioned, but a known source of frustration) 
3. Don�t leave a blank line under the header of your spreadsheet. It stops the upload in its tracks. In fact any blank line causes an error. Delete any 

unused lines at the end of your spreadsheet . it will just tell you that there are errors there when you attempt an upload. 
 

 
Exercise : Please add the following information to the spreadsheet. Split Womens Shoes into Formal Shoes and Casual Shoes.  
Then split Formal into After 5 and Very Bling.  Split Casual Shoes into Sneakers and Court Shoes 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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TOP 
LEVEL PARENT 

CATEGORY 
NAME CATEGORY LONG DESCRIPTION 

CATEGORY SHORT 
DESCRIPTION DELETE TITLE KEYWORDS DESCRIPTION 

    Mens Shoes 
Mens shoes for formal casual 
and sporting�. 

Mens shoes 
N       

Mens 
Shoes   Formal Shoes 

Mens formal shoes for business 
and formal occasions 

Formal shoes 
N       

Mens 
Shoes 

Formal 
Shoes Laceups 

Mens formal shoes with 
laceups �. 

Laceup formal 
shoes N       

Mens 
Shoes 

Formal 
Shoes Velcro 

Mens formal shoes with velcro Velcro formal shoes 
N       

Mens 
Shoes   Casual Shoes 

Sneakers for hiking, walking, 
riding� 

Mens casual shoes 
N       

Mens 
Shoes 

Casual 
Shoes Thongs 

Thongs for home and 
beachwear 

Mens Thongs 
N       

Mens 
Shoes 

Casual 
Shoes Sneakers 

  Mens Sneakers 
N       

    
Womens 
Shoes 

Womens Shoes - formal, causal, 
sporting Womens Shoes N       

Womens 
Shoes   Formal Shoes 

Womens shoes for very formal 
occasions 

Formal shoes 
N       

Womens 
Shoes 

Formal 
Shoes After 5 

Womens shoes for cocktails & 
dinner parties 

Evening shoes 
N       

Womens 
Shoes 

Formal 
Shoes Very Bling 

Womens shoes for very formal 
occasions 

Shoes when style 
really matters N       

Womens 
Shoes 

  Casual Shoes 

Sneakers, thongs, court shoes Shoes for comfort 
& informal 
occasions N       

Womens 
Shoes 

Casual 
Shoes Sneakers 

Sporting shoes for hikes & 
fitness 

Womens sneakers 
N       

Womens 
Shoes 

Casual 
Shoes Court Shoes 

Working shoes, shoes to shop 
in � 

Flat or low heeled 
N       
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Exercise: I want to add a new subcategory to Mens Shoes � Workboots � How will you add it? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
There are 2 options: 
 

1. It is a spreadsheet and you can insert a line 
2. Just add it to the bottom � how?  

Here is the sentence: Workboots (Category Name) is a subcategory of Mens Shoes (Top Level) 
 
 
 

TOP LEVEL PARENT 
CATEGORY 
NAME 

CATEGORY LONG 
DESCRIPTION 

CATEGORY SHORT 
DESCRIPTION DELETE TITLE KEYWORDS DESCRIPTION 

    Mens Shoes 

Men�s shoes for formal 
casual and sporting�. 

Men�s shoes 

N       

Mens 
Shoes   Formal Shoes 

Men�s formal shoes for 
business and formal 
occasions 

Formal shoes 

N       

Mens 
Shoes 

Formal 
Shoes Laceups 

Men�s formal shoes with 
laceups �. 

Laceup formal shoes 

N       
Mens 
Shoes 

Formal 
Shoes Velcro 

Men�s formal shoes with 
velcro 

Velcro formal shoes 
N       

Mens 
Shoes   Casual Shoes 

Sneakers for hiking, walking, 
riding� 

Mens casual shoes 

N       
Mens 
Shoes 

Casual 
Shoes Thongs 

Thongs for home and 
beachwear 

Mens Thongs 
N       

Womens 
Shoes 

Casual 
Shoes Court Shoes 

Working shoes, shoes to 
shop in � 

Flat or low heeled 

N       
Mens 
Shoes   Workboots 

Work boots Steel capped work boots 

N       
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So far we have dealt with 3 category levels but there are occasions when 4 or 5 are needed. 
How is this dealt with? 
 
The clue is that the final category is the one that will sit next to the product, so this one must appear in the 
spreadsheet. 
 
Extra columns are not used.  
 
If we add Velcro to the Court Shoe category and under Velcro we add Open toed. So here we see 5 levels the long story is 
Open toed  shoes, Velcro, Court Shoes, Casual shoes, Womens Shoes 
 

TOP LEVEL PARENT 
CATEGORY 
NAME 

CATEGORY LONG 
DESCRIPTION 

CATEGORY SHORT 
DESCRIPTION DELETE TITLE KEYWORDS DESCRIPTION 

  Womens Shoes   N    

Womens 
Shoes  Casual Shoes 

Non formal shoes, can 
include thongs, sneakers 

 

N    
Womens 
Shoes 

Casual 
Shoes Court shoes 

Flat or low heeled shoes for 
everyday 

Flat or low heeled 
N       

Womens 
Shoes Court shoes Velcro 

Casual shoes, court style 
with Velcro fastening 

Velcro 

N       
Womens 
Shoes 

Velcro Open toed 

Open toed Casual shoes, 
court style with Velcro 
fastening 

Open toed 

       

 
Please note when you get to levels 4 and 5, you use the top level category and then the lowest categories in the 
category tree where the products will be found by the shopper in the product upload spreadsheet. With this 
information, the software will be able to place the product in the correct category. 
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METATAGS  
That leaves us with these named columns for both the category spreadsheet and the product spreadsheet. 
 
Together these 3 columns help search engines find you. They are called METATAGS. In fact, done properly, they can lead the search engine directly to the 
product page. They are also used in STORE ADMIN,  where you can add them to the home page on EDIT STORE, and the site as a whole (METATAGS on the 
Store Admin menu) and on each information PAGE. 
 
TITLE: This is the only one of these metatags that the human eye can see. It is sometimes seen at the very top of your screen and is very useful. 
 
 Use up to 50 characters including spaces to explain your product eg Brosnan . Mens leather fashion shoe by Pierce from FEET R US Adelaide (73 characters) 
or for the category for Mens Fashion Shoes - FEET R US sells laceup & velcro Mens Fashion shoes in Adelaide & online (use & to save characters)(also 73) 
More can be used but  only the first 55 will be picked up by search engines 

 
DESCRIPTION: 
 
 Again only using words found on the screen page, write 2 or 3 short sentences about the category or product. Limit it to 150 - 160 
Characters,  and put the most important information at the front. This information is often used as the google description when someone is searching. 
 
KEYWORDS: 
 
What words or groups of words are people going to use to find your products?  
 
Useful keywords in this example would be Mens fashion Shoes, Online shoes, Adelaide shoe stores, Pierce fashion shoes, Brosnan shoe.  
Make a list separated by commas. Adding a place name helps. 150 - 160 characters. 
 
 
But there are some rules for all 3 categories of metatags (apart from the number of characters) 

1. Don�t repeat the same pattern of words for the different products. Vary them Adelaide�s best fashion shoes for men come from Feet R US etc or 
Feet R Us in Adelaide sell Brosnan mens shoes 

2. Don�t introduce important words (keywords) into the Title that are not on the screen page . You have the product info, the links down the side 
and the name of the company. If there is an important keyword you haven�t used then you need to add it into your page in the product 
description first. 
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UPLOADING 
 
Firstly, please save your spreadsheet. Call it FeetRUs_categories.  
When your website is in preview you can try out various things like this upload.  
When you are ready to do it with your own data we can supply a fresh database to work in on the screen. 
 
Now re-save it as a CSV -. this is a comma separated file � (see page 1). It asks you several questions about saving. Say YES to all. Save it as 
FeetRUs_categories.csv  
 
Now close your spreadsheet. Say NO this time as you have already saved it. 
 
Log in to your shop or catalogue.  
Go to PRODUCTS on the top menu. On the left menu of the Products Page, find and click on  Process Categories. 
 
Choose the image size for the browse page and the expanded page. This governs the size of your images on the web page and makes them consistent 
using the longest side measurement. Test out various sizes before you upload for real as this is not easy to change and involves re-uploading all the 
affected images. 
 
Decide how many browse images you want to show per line and decide which layout is best for your products. This can be changed easily.  
 
Browse to your .csv and upload it. Depending on its size, you may wait for a few minutes. It will then inform you of how the upload went. 
 
Errors reported here need to be checked. You are given a line reference which goes back to your spreadsheet Product no 1 is line 2 on your spreadsheet 
taking the  header titles into account.  
 
Always Use the Excel spreadsheet for corrections and additions, not the CSV.  
 
Have you checked that all the capital letters are consistent. Have you run 2 words together eg Mensshoes? These errors are easily fixed and 
then you can resave the corrections in Excel, then convert it again to CSV, then repeat the upload process. 
 
Any problems then email  Margaret@rsnet.net.au  with your website name and attach your Excel spreadsheet. 
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THE PRODUCTS UPLOAD 
 
Before you start putting anything on the spreadsheet, decide which category the product should be in. It is possible to upload the same product in more 
than one category. This is a much broader spreadsheet with many more fields to be discussed. Decide also what information you are going to need. 
 
Here are some questions 
 
Do you want clients to be able to order or enquire or both about a product? Each product can have its own status on the spreadsheet. 
 
Are you selling items that have a choice attached eg colour or size and are they the same price? � If so, only one product needs to be uploaded and the 
choices can be added under Attributes? 
 
If size or material affects the price, they can be still be added as one product. This is ATTRIBUTE PRICING, and this can be added once the product is up. Eg a 
charm can come in different metals and be differently priced, but the metal is the only difference. 
 
Do you have your prices ready as GST INCLUSIVE?  
 
Have you worked out your freight charges?   Speak to merv@rsnet.com.au about your options. 
 
Do you have customers with discount privileges? If so, work out what each Shopper Group will be called. Default is used for all your regular shoppers. Gold 
might be 10% discounts, Wholesale may be for resellers. It is important as these Group names will need to be set up in the Shopper area of the site and 
their exact name applied to the spread sheet where the price level is showing. Only Shop Admin can add a Shopper to the extra Groups. 
 
Do you sell overseas?  Not an issue -   As people are added to the system, their Shipping address automatically charges or removes GST. 
 
Do you want visitors to be able to visit other sites eg a supplier website? If desired, you can upload the URL:  eg http://www.rsnet.net.au/ 
 
Remember the  more organised you are before you start the easier it will be to upload your products.
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The Product Upload Module has many more columns due to the number of things needed eg. 
 
PRODUCT CODE . The unique Code your product is known by. (It is this code that the matching image Name must agree with. If the product is coded 
ABC123, then the image must be saved as ABC123.jpg) 
 
ATT.PRICED (Attribute Priced)  - only applies to some shops. It was written for a Jewellery Shop who sells the same item in different metals and therefore 
have different prices. However the product code is the same for all. For most shops and all catalogues you will put N in this column 
 
TOP LEVEL, PARENT, CATEGORY NAME. . You have already created these in your category sheet, so you need to choose the Category for your product and 
then fill in those columns as on the Category Sheet.  
Reminder if your category tree has more than 3 levels use the Top Level and the 2 lowest categories and the software will do the rest. 
Hang on you may say . my product could be found in 2 categories. Not a problem. Copy the product information and change the categories to suit. An 
example will be shown later 
 
PRODUCT NAME . as it says 
 
PRODUCT SHORT DESCRIPTION  - this appears under the BROWSE image on the category page . It allows you to add a little information . eg in our Shoe 
Shop . Leather Uppers, Gold buckles. Don�t repeat the product name as it will show the product name twice. 
 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION . Here is your chance to tell people about the product, how it is used, size range, etc .You are the salesperson who knows 
your stock. What do people ask you? Answer those questions here? 
 
Order Enquire (Order/Enquire/Both if this is left blank, it will default to both). If not selling directly from the shop, this should be Enquire)  
 
GST. All prices are GST inclusive. Wait you say, I sell overseas and there is no GST. Correct. Our software uses the Shipping country address to remove the 
GST when needed. It can also update the GST if it is ever altered from 10% -  Answer Y/N 
 
DEFAULT (PRICE) - the price including GST you are charging a regular member of the public. DO NOT ADD $$$ signs, just 59.95. 
 
Other Shopper Group Price 1 and 2.  � on page 12 you were asked if you sold at different prices and you were asked to add these groups to Shopper 
Groups in the back end of the Shop, so using the examples above � Column Other Shopper Group Price 1 could be renamed Gold and Other Shopper Group 
Price 2 � Wholesale � these terms would replace them in the Spreadsheet. 
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DELETE  - if a product needs to be deleted and has not sold, please put Y in the Delete Column . Next time you upload the spreadsheet  this product will be 
removed. Then delete it from your sheet afterwards. NOTE, if a product has been sold and there is an order in history, you cannot delete it this way. You 
need to go into the product and unpublish it. (It will no longer be seen on the website.) Always make these changes on the Excel spreadsheet, NOT the .csv) 
 
ATTRIBUTES. If you are selling an item that comes in different sizes but they all have the same price, then you may want to use the product code once and 
create a pull down for the options. This can be done manually and you will see how it works when the shop is demonstrated. It can now be uploaded on this 
spreadsheet. There are 2 columns here, but depending on your range of products you may need more. They do NOT all have to be filled in. The most 
common are size and colour. Here�s what to do for these examples. Label your columns. 
 
Attribute_Attribute-Name 1  Yourproduct comes in multiple sizes and are priced the same. Let�s use SIZE as an example. 
 
Attribute _Size . Depending on the way your products are sized you may need to work them alphabetically first. As you enter them, this is how they will 
stay. So S,M,L,XL or 7B,7C,7D, 8A or 30cms,35cms,40cms etc  Note - no spaces are allowed for any attribute names and values. 
 
Attribute _Colour . work the colour order first blue, green,red,light brown,brown, dark brown etc . How would you order this? 
 

Specifying How the Attributes should look on the screen - September 2015 � a new addition to the spreadsheet 

When you manually upload a product in the Admin area of the Shop and create an Attribute for that product you are asked  if you want to use 
radio buttons or a drop down list.  This function has been added to the Automated Upload.  
When you have named your Attribute  eg Size, written on the spreadsheet as Attribute_Size, there is now an extra column which should be 
marked Mode_Size, where you add S|R|M (Select-List|Radio Buttons|Multiple Select). 

Please note Multiple Select is when you are allowing End-Users or wholesale buyers to order multiple sizes of the same item at the same time � if this 
applies to you, please contact RS Net to update your (? order) (Site Configuration?). Currently  we cannot combine MultiSelect with another attribute. That 
requires a large amount of work and is on our development list. 
 
We can do that as 2 Select lists at present, but not with multi-Select. 
 
Contact us if you need multi-Select with 2 attributes 
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MIN QTY and QTY INTERVAL - Mostly these are left as 1 in both columns and filled down. It will be discussed on a needs basis. 
You can force purchases in multiples and Multiple quantity increments with these values. 
 
FREIGHT PRICE is only used if the site freight is set so products have a unique individual freight price regardless of destination. Mostly left blank. 
 
TITLE and Description, Keywords - METATAGS � refer to page 11  
 
The following are optional and you should check with Merv whether you need them � used for some custom freight calculations. All will be set to 0 if not 
used. 
weight (kg default 0.0000) 
length (mm default 0) 
width  (mm default 0) 
height (mm default 0) 
stock  (In Stock - Qty 0) � only used if the site tracks quantities and stops selling any item with Zero Quantity. 
url    (Blank)  see page 12 � if not used it will remain blank 
 
 
Here is the spreadsheet . it won�t fit on this page on one line, so please create this yourself. You should have been sent a template with the manual. If not 
please ask. 
 

Product 
Code Att.Priced 

Top 
Level Parent 

Category  
Name 

Product 
. Name 

Product 
Short 
Description 

Product Long  
Description 

Order 
Enquire GST default 

price 
1 

price 
2 

  N               Y       

                          

 

Delete Min Qty Qty Interval Freight Price Attribute_Attribute-Name 1 Mode _Attribute-Name1 Attribute_Attribute-Name2 Mode_ Attribute-Name2 

N 1 1           
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Title Description Keywords weight length width height stock url 

                  

                  
 
 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Exercise:  We have a Men�s Shoe, for formal occasions, called Brosnan, made by Pierce (sorry!) that has laces and comes in brown, black, and black and grey 
(write the latter as black/grey) It comes in 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46. It is made of leather. Its code is ABC123, it is NOT Attribute priced. Its GST inc price 
(default) is $159.00, and the Other Shopper Group Price 1 price for GOLD Shoppers (change the name on the spreadsheet) is $149.50. Select Order. Freight 
is blank 
 

 
Exercise: UGG Boots. unisex, size S to XL, price $40, $35 (Gold), code UGG123 . ¾ height - I know it�s a curve ball, but see what you can do. Hint, set up a 
category first on your category sheet, called Ugg Boots, no parent, and no other category level 
 
 

 
Exercise: We have an After 5 Womens Shoe called Minerva by Antonia, with 10cm heels with diamantes, comes in silver gold and black with diamantes in 
sizes 7-9 and it comes in A, B, and C widths. Its product code is xyz123and its price is $235 and $225 (for Gold Shoppers). This shoe could also be classified 
as VERY BLING. Please enter it in both categories. 
 

 
 
Answers on next page. Remember to add some description in the Product Description areas.  Just fill in to QTY Description.
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Product 
Code Att.PRICED Top Level Parent 

Category 
Name Product Name 

Product 
Short 

Description 
Product 

Description Order Enquire GST 
ABC123 N Mens Shoes Formal Laceups Brosnan Leather Mens formal 

shoe by Pierce, 
made of 
leather, 
laceups, great 
for business or 
pleasure 

order Y 

xyz789 N Womens 
Shoes 

Formal 
shoes 

After 5 Minerva Diamante Womens After 
5 shoes with 
diamantes on 
the 10 cm 
heels. Made by 
Antonia 

order Y 

xyz789 N Womens 
Shoes 

Formal 
shoes 

Very 
Bling 

Minerva Diamante Womens After 
5 shoes with 
diamantes on 
the 10 cm 
heels. Made by 
Antonia 

order Y 

UGG123 
N 

    
UGG 
Boots Ugg Boots 

3/5 height Unisex Ugg 
Boots 

order Y 
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Product 
Code Att.PRICED default Gold Wholesale Delete 

Min 
Qty 

Qty 
Interval 

Freight 
Price Attribute_Size Mode_Size Attribute_Colour Mode_ Colour 

ABC123 N 159 150   N 1 1   41,42,43,44,54,46 L Black,black/grey,brown L 

xyz789 N 235 225   N 1 1   7A,7B,7C,8A,8B,8C,9A,9B,9C   Black, Gold,Silver   

xyz789 N 235 225   N 1 1   7A,7B,7C,8A,8B,8C,9A,9B,9C   Black, Gold,Silver   

UGG123 N 40 35   N 1 1   S,M,L,XL       

 
 
 
Did you go back to categories to add the new field for UGG Boots? 
 

TOP LEVEL PARENT 
CATEGORY 
NAME 

CATEGORY LONG 
DESCRIPTION 

CATEGORY SHORT 
DESCRIPTION DELETE TITLE KEYWORDS DESCRIPTION 

    Mens Shoes 

Men�s shoes for formal 
casual and sporting�. 

Men�s shoes 

N       

Mens 
Shoes   Formal Shoes 

Men�s formal shoes for 
business and formal 
occasions 

Formal shoes 

N       
Mens 
Shoes 

Formal 
Shoes Laceups 

Men�s formal shoes with 
laceups �. 

Laceup formal shoes 
N       

Womens 
Shoes 

Casual 
Shoes Court Shoes 

Working shoes, shoes to 
shop in � 

Flat or low heeled 

N       
Mens 
Shoes   Workboots 

Work boots Steel capped work boots 

N       

    UGG Boots Unisex Ugg Boots Unisex N       
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UPLOADING 
 
Once you have filled in the metatags (see page 11), you are ready to upload. Save your spreadsheet as an excel spreadsheet, and then save it again as a 
csv.  
LOG IN:  Log in to the web shop, go through Administration to Products. Find Process Products. If, as we have here, there are products in more 
than one category, then choose multiple. Then upload it. If you are successful, then will be no red lines or wording in the Upload results page. If there are, 
read them carefully as they tell you what is wrong. 
 
Here are 2 common errors 

1. Forgetting to create the category first 
Line 79 : Error : Category path �Mens Shoes� ->.. .Sandals� not found as specified for product �Crossover sandals. 
This means there is a problem in line 80 of your spreadsheet. It doesn�t count the header row. It is telling you, you forgot to make a category called 
Sandals in Mens Shoes, so go back to your category spreadsheet, add the new category save it as a csv and upload it again 
(Category path is the way the product is found. When starting from Mens Shoes, you click on Sandals and then you find the products.) 
 

2. Typos:Line 15 : Error : Category path .Womens Shoes ->.. .Fromal. -> .After 5 . not found as specified for product .Minerva. 
You made a typo . fix it in the Product Sheet . It is quicker to do a Search and Replace in your spreadsheet as this will find all your typos of this 
instance . Other frustrating problems include not spacing the words eg .After5. instead of .After 5. (add the space), or not using the correct case eg 
Very bling - instead of Very Bling. 
 

When you think you have them all fixed then save it in Excel first, then create the csv and then upload it. You may need to do this a couple of times but you 
will soon remember what you should be doing. Get help from us if you think you are getting lost. 
 
Useful hints 
If you have many products, create a spreadsheet for each main category and upload as you go. This is much easier to deal with later if you want to change 
prices etc, and it is not too cumbersome - making it easier to solve uploading problems. 
Always upload changes. It may be easy to login and fix an error, but then when you need to upload the spreadsheet again, the wrong information will be 
uploaded again. 
Always go back to the spreadsheet to make changes as the CSV can throw away information once uploaded eg one shop had a very complex code which 
was fine for the first upload but when changes were made to the csv, and uploaded again, it could not restore the codes. Always go back to the Excel  
version. 
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Please note 
As the software has been developed,  more and more options have been added. 
 
You are advised to check that you have all the columns you need for your upload. 
 
Go into the Admin part of your site and check the Help items for each process, and then ask for help to get started if needed. 
A full list of all compulsory and or optional columns are listed here for both Category and Product uploads. 
 
Take the time to get it right as it will save lots of time. 
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The Upload Images Module 
Once you have successfully uploaded the categories and the products you can now turn to the images. 

As described in the manual, adding product images in the shop is similar to doing it in a Word Document. With the mouse in the correct field, you browse to 
images on your hard drive, USB stick, CD etc. 

The size of the images and the way they are placed on the page are selected when uploading the categories for consistency. 

You are asked to choose the size of the browse image, the product image enlarged, and how the products are placed on the page. You may change the 
layout manually at any time, but if you change your mind about the image size, you must reload them to get the cleanest, sharpest image. 

 

Most clients choose 150 to 200 pixels for the Browse image size, the 

rest is up to you, the site layout you are using and the image usage. 

Note the yellow highlighted link which gives you an indication of 

sizes. 

To give site visitors the best view at least 400 pixels should be used 

for the Detail image 

Warning: Images must be not be huge - the program will optimise 

them to your instructions, but if an image is more than say 1000-

1500 pixels on its longest side, and you have chosen 200 and 400, 

you are making the program and server work harder than necessary. 

The layout was explained in the main manual � it is referred to here 

to keep it in context. 
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So your images are too large! 

But you have several hundred to reduce, so here is a tip. Go to the web and type in  batch image resizing free online or similar and use the free tools 
available. There are some you can download for free, but here is one that I found. All I did was browse to the images, and as it were follow the bouncing ball  
then save the zip file back to my hard drive. 
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Tip No 2 

Images to be uploaded automatically must be saved and match the product code, so if the  Product Code is ABC123, then the corresponding image must be 
labelled ABC123.jpg. Any variation of case or spacingor even a blank space at the end will cause the image to not be uploaded. 

 

Tip No 3 

To process multiple photos, they need to be uploaded first. We use FileZilla (a free FTP � File Transport Protocol program) for this. 
To get it go to https://filezilla-project.org/ and download the FileZilla Client - All Platforms � Windows version and install it. 

Below is the home screen for Filezilla. It has two main middle panes each with Windows Explorer � like functions. 

In the left hand side Local Site you can see the files on your local PC/Network, on the right hand side, the screen area called Remote site is greyed out. 

If the Destination Server settings we have provided are are not already in File Zilla, add them to the Host, Username, Password and Port fields in the 
Quickconnect section. Then Click [ Quickconnect ] . 

Or: 
If you have entered Quickconnect settings before, Click on the drop-down arrow beside the [ Quickconnect ] button and select the Entry to connect to. 

You will see the connection establish and the right-hand Remote site pane will show any files in the remote server images folder. 
Leftover images or other files on the right (remote) side should be deleted if not needed. 

Navigate to the Local images location in the Left Local Site pane. 

Select the files to upload as per Windows Explorer. 

Right-click and choose Upload. Or drag them and drop them into the right-hand side Remote Site pane. 

Progress will be displayed above and below the Explorer panes. 

Once finished the list of uploaded files will display in the right-hand Remote Site pane. 

After you have processed the image files on your site (see other info), Refresh the right-hand Remote Site pane. 

If there are files that don�t get processed,  you can rename them etc as usual in Windows Explorer to fix problems. Or delete them if needed. 
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Tip 4 � How can I tell if every product has an image? 

The programmers have  worked  out this need and you will find at the bottom of the Products Menu an item called � Images Report. 

Just click on the link and it will give a list of products that need images. In fact you can click on each one and be taken directly to the product. 

 

There are more opportunities to use images on the shop since this was first written. 

We have extra images whiuch allow you to add different views or similar. These are also uploadable by spreadsheet, and we recommend that you check out 
the help in all image related processes. All product images can be uploaded by FTP 
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